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INTRODUCTION TO THE TEAM

 Belongs to Amity International School, Saket

 Inclusive of 5 members –

 Arnav Gupta – team lead

 Ananya Gupta

 Chittesh Kumar Singore

 Saumya Gupta

 Vidushi Bhardwaj

 Many others supported our campaign to acknowledge some

 Abhi
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CAMPAIGN

 We are leading a road safety campaign in India and further present Renault 

team the activities that we performed in the past few months

 We were working with the help our school, Renault, government and our 

family.

 We had organised various games during quarantine in order to interact 

with people and maintain the momentum.

 Even before the lockdown we had organised some events such as 

Flashmob.

 In the last few slides we have shared some innovations that we designed.
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SURVEY

 We conducted a survey with a few people to understand the basic problems the usually face and to test their knowledge 

about road safety  - https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/8MNRB6V
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REQUEST TO POLICE FOR BUILDING A CROSSING

 The students of Amity, Saket did not have a road crossing outside their school at first so a request was sent to the SDMC 

and NDMC for construction of the same. 

 The request was accepted by the police but the construction is paused for now because of the current situation.

 In the next slide we have shared the request letter and the response from the government.

 We will try to ensure that the construction is completed in future.
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The response letter from PoliceThe request letter from our side (header added after reply)

To,

The SHO

Police Station

Saket

Subject: Construction of “Pedestrian Pavement”

Dear Sir / Ma’am,

On behalf of students of Amit International School, Saket; we would 

like to highlight that roads

connecting to our schools are having continuous running traffic which 

pose risk of accident to

students while coming / leaving the school. To ensure the safety of 

students and avoid risk of

accidents, we request you to please get the “Pedestrian Pavement” 

constructed on all connecting

roads near our school along with “zebra crossing” in front of our school 

roads.

Thanks for your consideration.

Yours Faithfully

LETTERS



PODCASTS

 Few of our team members prepared some messages which can be called podcasts, I guess.

 https://youtu.be/yUdLGryhDmA

 https://youtu.be/dkL7yoc7PDY

 https://youtu.be/dDjSTFE6bi8
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GAMES ORGANISED DURING QUARANTINE
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 As per the advice of Sandra we had organised games and updates Instagram and social media platforms regularly to 

maintain the interest. In the next few slides we have shared all the events we organised with winners.

 We also initiated bingos on road safety made by IRSC because it was an increasing trend during this period
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POSTERS
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FLYERS



A POSTER MAKING EVENT 
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BINGO



PRICES

 A winner was selected for each category
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PHOTOGRAPHY

 The picture by Vidushi Bhardwaj showing the world that can be 

shown below the unsafe roads
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SONG

 Out schools dance teacher and group for the innovation of ‘sadak

shuraksha’ used in flash mob
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GRAPHIC-DESIGNING

 Somil Varshney for most innovative logos

 The significance is the use of future bots – such as the medical bot 

which may even help if an accident takes place

 For various images shown which even includes 3d models

 Maybe even for our team's own logo
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TIK-TOK 

 GT team AIS, Saket for most innovative presentation 

on zoom –

 Instagram – #globaltimes
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VIDEO-MAKING SCHOOL 
CONTEST WINNER – YP 
2018
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/XO_YEE_A_LE
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https://youtu.be/XO_yee_A_LE


COMIC

 The inner of comic writing is again YP team AIS, Saket because of their detailed presentation.
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ESSAY SCHOOL CONTEST WINNER – YASH VERMA

Road safety is one of the topic that is never stressed enough, and this is the main cause why lives of people get endangered on the road really fast. Being cautious on the road is a trait that every driver has to learn before 

they step behind the wheel of the car. Most of us are aware of the road safety procedures and rules and when we drive, we respect the lives of others as we do for our own but sometimes there are reckless drivers that we 

can do little against. Some findings, figures and statistics about road safety can help us understand what exactly makes this issue so important for public safety.

Facts about Road Safety: Every year more than one million people die because of lack of the knowledge about road safety which causes car accidents and up to fifty million people that are involved end up injured or 

disabled. One of the major road safety issues are the lives of pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclist that get endangered in half of the car crashes.

Besides the human cost of car crashes, there is an economic dimension and research shows that up to 4% of the Gross National Product is spent on road safety issues. One of the best road safety tips is to put on a seat 

belt and the statistics show that you reduce your chance of dying in a car crash by 61% if you do so. We often drive with our children in the car and road safety is equally important for them too that includes the mandatory 

use of child restraints, this method has reduced the number of child deaths by 35%.

Even though wearing a helmet is not intended for car drivers it is still an important road safety rule, that is this rule is meant for the other drivers on the road like cyclists and bike drivers. And we should not forget that alcohol 

is the biggest enemy of road safety, there is even an estimate that a world-wide ban on drunk driving could reduce the number of crashes by 20%.

The Importance of Road Safety: The facts about road safety tells it all and we can do a lot to make driving a much safer occupation. The reasons why road safety is so important are multiple, first of all, it will save human 

lives. Secondly, it can reduce the amount of public spending related to road safety issues.

What Can We do to ensure Road Safety? One great comparison shows that for every kilometre per hour decrease in the driving speed, there is a reduction of 2% in the chance of occurrence of a car accident. The other 

thing that we can do to improve road safety is to use simple engineering methods in the design of the roads, that will make people more aware when they drive and more conscious of their mistakes. Such solutions are low 

in cost and very efficient and many countries have invested in their implementation. Basically, the best thing we can do is to be informed about driving rules and to follow them throughout, no matter what the situation is. 

Learning to drive is an important part of every young person’s life and sooner or later we all have to do it. Once we do get on the road, we have to be responsible and through that, we can ensure the safety of others.

Conclusion: Road safety is important for all drivers and the evidence that we should make a bigger effort to make traffic safe for all is compelling. The answer to this problem is in all our hands, every time we sit behind the 

wheel and start driving. 
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PROGRAMMING 
CONTEST -
HRIDANSHU

 https://drive.google.com/open

?id=129_Qtga9ThAdZPYCWz

UOh7j5HIkzxLkD

 smart traffic light system 

applicable for 2 lanes
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POSTER CONTEST – ADVIKA 
GOYAL
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FLASH MOB

 On the occasion of our winter carnival we had organised a flash mob with the help of our school students .

 We were able to introduce our campaign to a large variety of people by this

 The students danced on the song ‘sadak shuraksha’ which in English means road safety

 In the next few slides we have shared the images of the Flashmob
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FLYERS – meant to be shared on the school entrance for people to be aware about our campaign and the event we were going to organize
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PERFORMANCE - https://youtu.be/-r39mSiZt9c

https://youtu.be/-r39mSiZt9c
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Video can be seen in ppt only



WEBSITE

 We had created our own website for the campaign along with an app.

 The site can be found on the URL http://arnavgupta.net/Team_Futureal/index.html and the app can be downloaded from 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/137fCjvdRuLXJNhtyecXSyAFafoZbOt8S/view?usp=sharing

 These were shared with the students of our school and various other people

 They have various methods via which they can contact us in times of need and we will help them resolve their road safety 

issues
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DONATIONS

 We added a donation section on our site and app so that people can contribute to three various Nobel causes. These 

include

 Donation for cancer patients

 Donation for the Indian road safety campaign by IITD

 Donation for the Amitasha students (girl students)

 Donation for thr Atulasha students (male students)

 Donation for Indian Covid funds
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INSTAGRAM

 We had introduced some events that we have already shared above. We also displayed traffic signs on our page with 

their meaning to improve peoples knowledge about them. 

 We had prepared a dance in past, which was also shared through the page and our own YouTube channel 

(teamfutureal.tk@gmail.com)

 The video is a shared on the next page.

 Some posts are also shared
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DANCE - https://youtu.be/XO_yee_A_LE

https://youtu.be/XO_yee_A_LE
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Video can be seen in ppt only
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INNOVATIONS FOR MODERN CARS

 We have prepared some programs which can be used in future cars to avoid accidents and we have also provided an 

explanation for each. Basically we are monitoring human behavior. They are in form of images from our previous 

document because of less review space in landscape mode 
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GOVERNMENT 
LETTER OF 
APPRECIATION
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THANK YOU
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